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Thinking in terms of an information need instead of simply queries
provides a rich set of new opportunities in improving the effective-
ness of search [6].User queriesmayvarya lot for a single information
need [3, 9], as a query is oftenunder-specified.Many techniqueshave
been proposed to enrich a single query, for example relevancemodel-
ing [8]. These techniques focus on improving overall system perfor-
mance butmay fail in some occasions. Instead of optimizing for a sin-
gle query, another direction is to usemultiple query variations to rep-
resent an informationneed.With fusion techniques, queryvariations
can improve system performance while failing fewer queries [2, 6].

Using query variations is a simple and appealing idea, but collect-
ing them is a manually intensive task. Existing high quality query
variations are collected from crowd-sourcing workers and domain
experts [1]. Therefore the process cannot be automated anddeployed
in a production system. Researchers have investigated randomwalks
on click graphs [5] and relevance models [4] to automatically gener-
ate query variations, but experiments show that there is still a big gap
betweenautomaticvariationsandhumangeneratedones. In thisPhD
project, we focus on automatic query variation generation and try to
reduce the gap to human generated variations. We plan to leverage
advances of transfer learning and classic relevance modeling to gen-
erate high quality query variations to improve system performance.
Understanding how query variations improve system effective-

ness helps us shape our research directions. First, they may address
vocabulary mismatches better. For example, in our preliminary ex-
periments, the original query “teenage pregnancy” and a variation
“teenpregnancy” are found to deliver significantly different results in
a languagemodel, although the terms only differ slightly. Generating
this kind of query variation is similar to a machine translation task,
in terms of generating new text from existing text while remaining
the meaning. Variation generation and translation are even more
similar in that there are often more than one answer to the original
text.Motivated by this, we propose to leverage neuralmachine trans-
lation (NMT) models in understanding text and generating query
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variations. Approaching the generation using NMT techniques also
allows us to exploit the advantages of transfer learning [7] and at-
tention mechanisms [10], both of which are proven to be effective
in tasks involving text understanding.

However, simply modeling query generation as a translation task
does not fully solve the problem. The second reason why query vari-
ations are important is they contain extra information not in the
original query, for example the variation “image jordan black gold”
contains new keywords “image jordan” compared to the original
query “black gold” and improves retrieval effectiveness significantly.
Translation tasks are not supposed to generate newknowledgeout of
the original text. Thismotivates us to go beyond simply “translating”
queries into variations of the same meaning, but to also augment
variations with extra keywords. We consider incorporating pseudo-
relevance feedback (PRF) techniques. PRF techniques use initially
retrieved documents as additional resources to build a language
model for retrieval. In our proposal, we follow the assumption that
the initial documents arepseudo-relevant, and thus theymaycontain
useful information worth exploiting. We plan to use NMTmodels to
extract information from PRF documents and generate query vari-
ations for retrieval, and the mixture of the query variations can also
be viewed as a learned relevance model.

In order to best satisfy users’ information needs,we hope to under-
stand how a query can be transformed into multiple representations
of theunderlying informationneed tomaximizeeffectiveness.To this
end, we propose a combination of state-of-the-art neural network ar-
chitectures and pseudo-relevance feedback techniques in this study.
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